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sciences over the last decade. Within this 
context, the layer-by-layer (LbL) tech-
nique has emerged as a highly powerful 
approach for the tunable construction 
of multilayered interfacial architectures 
that allows incorporating and integrating 
a broad spectrum of functionalities into 
the films.[1–4] Initially, LbL technique was 
explored to create surface coatings from 
sequential deposition of opposite charge 
polyelectrolytes.[5] Thereafter, the design 
of LbL films was significantly expanded 
toward the supramolecular self-assembly 
of other charged building blocks such as 
biomacromolecules, nanoparticles, den-
drimers, and lipids.[6–11] The flexibility 
and versatility of the method allowed 
generating different materials tailored 
to multiple applications in areas such as 
biosensors, electrochemical and optical 
devices, filtration membranes, bio-
logically active coatings, drug delivery, 
etc.[12–19]

In many applications, such as controlled release of drugs, 
it is desirable that the films present matrices with high 
loading capacity of guest functional materials. Although LbL 
assembly of polyelectrolytes have been studied for encapsu-
lation and subsequent release of molecules,[20,21] different 
efforts have been made to generate architectures that pre-
sent higher loading capacities. In this regard, hydrogels were 
generated from the covalent and selective crosslinking of a 
polyelectrolyte in an LbL assembly and subsequent removal 
of the other non-crosslinked polymer by a specific trigger as 
the basic pH.[22,23] Zhang and Sun reported on the prepara-
tion of coatings with high loading capacity by the LbL depo-
sition of two poly electrolyte complexes and photo-crosslinked 
with diazoresin.[24] On the other hand, the use of “soft” 
nanocapsules as building blocks has become a promising 
strategy to increase the loading of host molecules in LbL thin 
films. For instance, matrices with high encapsulation effi-
ciency have been prepared using vesicles or micelles.[25–28] 
Within this framework, films containing microgel com-
ponents have aroused interest for their loading capacities 
and ability to act as responsive materials to various external 

Polyelectrolyte Multilayers

The use of soft materials as building blocks in layer-by-layer (LbL) assem-
blies represent a very appealing and useful approach to enhance the loading 
capacity of thin films. Here, the capacity of positively charged polyamine-salt 
aggregates (PSAs) based on ionically crosslinked poly(allylamine hydrochlo-
ride) (PAH) with phosphate anions (Pi) is explored to act as building blocks 
in construction of multilayers by alternated deposition with poly(sodium 
4-styrenesulfonate). Hybrid thin films are successfully prepared by the LbL 
technique with a highly regular growth and a material deposition rate higher 
than the traditional full polyelectrolyte LbL. The loading of bromophenol blue 
(BPB) is evaluated by integration into PSAs followed by LbL deposition and 
monitored with UV–vis spectroscopy. Finally, the release of the dye molecules 
is carried out by exposing the film to different aqueous solutions. It is shown 
that a fully controlled release can be achieved by simply varying the media pH 
obtaining total BPB release over periods between minutes and months. The 
data obtained reveal that this new LbL construction strategy using ionically 
crosslinked PAH/Pi colloids allows to obtain nanoarchitectures with high 
loading capacity and remarkable properties for controlled release.

1. Introduction

The development of new functional materials based on thin 
films with precisely controllable composition and proper-
ties has become an exciting challenge in the field of material 
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stimuli. Lyon and coworkers were the first to report the use 
of microgels as building blocks in LbL films. They prepared 
thin films by LbL deposition of thermo-responsive poly(N-
isopropylacrylamide-co-acrylic acid) microgels with the weak 
polycation poly(allylamine hydrochloride) (PAH).[29] From 
those works, the exploration of LbL architectures based on 
soft materials has considerably increased.[30–35] Sun and col-
laborators reported films generated by LbL assembly of 
poly(sodium 4-styrenesulfonate) (PSS) and microgels formed 
by PAH chains covalently cross-linked with useful loading 
properties.[36]

More recently, supramolecular colloids based on ionically 
cross-linked polyelectrolytes have attracted great interest 
among practitioners from the materials science community 
due to the simplicity of their preparation and the capacity to 
integrate different molecules in their matrix.[37] In this regard, 
bioinspired complexes of ionically cross-linked polyamines 
with multivalent anions can be formed by a one-step process 
from the mixture of the precursors in aqueous solution.[38–41] 
In particular, it was demonstrated that PAH chains spontane-
ously self-assemble by cross-linking with simple phosphate 
anions (Pi) to form polyamine-salt aggregates (PSAs) of vari-
able size.[42–46] Yu et al. reported that PSAs can efficiently 
encapsulate indocyanine green, a fluorescent probe.[47] Very 
recently, Moya and coworkers observed that these colloids can 
act as pH-responsive nanocarriers of RNA.[48]

In this context, electrostatically charged PSAs may result in 
versatile building blocks to create LbL assemblies exhibiting 
high loading capabilities. Therefore, in the present work we 
explore the possibility of generating thin films by sequentially 
assembling PAH/Pi positively charged PSAs with PSS as neg-
ative polyelectrolyte. The growth of the hybrid LbL films was 
compared with that corresponding to the conventional LbL 
assembly of PAH/PSS in the same experimental conditions. 
In addition, the loading efficiency of this hybrid platform was 
evaluated with UV–vis absorption spectroscopy by the encapsu-
lation of an anionic dye probe in each cycle of PSA deposition. 
Finally, the release of the dye as a function of time in PBS at 
different pH values was monitored. The results obtained indi-
cate that the use of supramolecular PSAs as building blocks in 
LbL assembly allows obtaining thin films with attractive proper-
ties for the loading of functional materials and their controlled 
release.

2. Experimental Section

2.1. Chemicals

PAH (Average Mw ≈  17 500), phosphate buffered saline 
(PBS), PSS (Average Mw ≈  1 000 000), bromophenol blue 
(BPB), 3-mercapto-1-propanesulfonic acid sodium salt (MPS), 
poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride) solution (PDDA) 
and potassium chloride were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. 
Sodium hydroxide and hydrochloric acid were purchased from 
Anedra. Sodium phosphate monobasic monohydrate (Pi) was 
purchased from Cicarelli. All chemicals were used without fur-
ther purification.

2.2. PSA Colloidal Dispersion Preparation

For the PSAs formation, 25 mL of 2.244 mg mL−1 (24 mm in 
monomer) PAH solution adjusted to pH = 8 was added to 
25 mL of 8 mm Pi solution adjusted to pH = 8 in a 100 mL 
beaker. The resulted colloidal dispersion was kept at room tem-
perature for 24 h to allow stabilization. After this period, the 
registered pH was 9.25. In order to maximize the long-term sta-
bility and avoid slow precipitation, the pH of the solution was 
re-adjusted from pH = 9.25 to pH = 8.00 with HCl 0.2 m and 
stored for 1 month prior using.

2.3. Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) and Zeta Potential

DLS and Zeta potential measurements were carried out with 
a ZetaSizer Nano (ZEN3600, Malvern, UK) at 20 °C using 
DTS0012 and DTS1060 disposable cuvettes, respectively. For 
particle size measurements, 173° backscatter angle configu-
ration with 10 runs (20 s per run) was used for each sample. 
Particle Zeta potential was determined from the electrophoretic 
mobility by Laser Doppler Velocimetry using a general-purpose 
analysis method with 100 runs for each sample.

2.4. Layer by Layer Assembly

LbL assembly was carried out employing the PSA solution as 
positive building block and PSS as the negative counterpart. 
UV-Ozone cleaned glass slides were used as substrates for AFM 
and UV–vis experiments. MPS modified Au substrates were 
used for SPR experiments. Prior to each PSA/PSS LbL deposi-
tion, the substrate was modified with 3-bilayers of PDDA/PSS 
using 1 mg mL−1 PDDA and 1 mg mL−1 PSS aqueous solu-
tions containing 0.1 m of KCl in order to create a highly reactive 
interface for the PSAs deposition. The immersion time for each 
layer was 5 min.

Then, the PSA/PSS LbL deposition was performed as fol-
lows. Firstly, the modified substrate was placed vertically in a 
small glass container filled with the PSA colloidal dispersion. 
After 20 min, the substrate was removed and rinsed with 
copious amount of Milli-Q water. Following a typical LbL pro-
cedure, the substrate was then placed in the PSS solution for 
10 min and rinsed with Milli-Q water to get a one-bilayer (PSA/
PSS)1 modified substrate. This cycle was repeated the desired 
number of times to get a n-bilayer-modified substrate, (PSA/
PSS)n.

2.5. Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) Spectroscopy

SPR detection was carried out using an SPR-Navi 210A (Bio-
Navis Ltd.). SPR gold sensors were used as substrates cleaned 
by immersion in boiling NH4OH (28%)/H2O2 (100 vol) 1:1 
for 15 min. After rinsing with water and ethanol they were 
modified with MPS to create a negatively charged surface. 
For this, the gold slides were incubated for 24 h in a 10 mm 
MPS solution in 10 mm H2SO4 and cleaned with water. An 
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electrochemistry flow cell (SPR321-EC, BioNavis Ltd.) was 
employed for all measurements. The injection of the solutions 
(PDDA, PSS, and PSA) was performed manually and SPR 
angular scans (two wavelength mode) were recorded with no 
flow in the cell. The temperature was kept at 20 °C. All SPR 
experiments were processed using the BioNavis Data Viewer 
software.

2.6. Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)

Topography of PSA/PSS and PAH/PSS modified glass sub-
strates was analyzed by AFM using a Keysight 9500 AFM in 
tapping mode. Measurements were performed at 20 °C in air 
employing a triangular Si cantilever (Olympus AC160TS-R3, 
f = 347 kHz, K = 26 N m−1). For thickness measurements, the 
substrates were gently scratched with a soft pin to produce par-
tial removal of the film. Images were processed with Gwyddion 
2.52 software to remove the background slope and perform 
cross-section analysis.

2.7. Loading and Release of BPB in LbL Assembly

Bromophenol blue (BPB) was used as target dye molecule. 
The loading of BPB into the system was performed by adding 
500 µL of a 4 mm BPB aqueous solution into the PSA solution 
(40 µm final concentration). The blue colored colloidal disper-
sion obtained (PSABPB) was used as positive building block for 
LbL formation employing the same procedure described above. 
The film growth was monitored with UV–vis spectroscopy by 
drying the (PSABPB/PSS)n-modified glass substrates under a 
stream of nitrogen and recording a UV–vis spectrum between 
400 and 800 nm using an opened plastic cuvette. To discard 
scattering effects, a correction of each spectrum was performed 
by first subtracting the clean glass spectrum and then sub-
tracting the spectrum baseline.

The release of BPB from the (PSABPB/PSS)10 film was moni-
tored by UV–vis spectroscopy. For this, a 2.5 cm × 1 cm modi-
fied glass slide was placed in a closed small glass container 
filled with 2.5 mL of releasing solution (water, PBS, PBS at 
pH = 2, 5, 8, and 10.5) for a given period of time. This time 
was varied according the release kinetics at each condition. 
Then, an aliquot of 2 mL was extracted and placed in a UV–
vis plastic cuvette. Considering that the BPB spectrum is pH 
dependent, 500 µL of NaOH 2 m was added to the cuvette to be 
sure that all BPB is in the BPB2− form.[49] A UV–vis spectrum 
was then recorded between 400 and 800 nm, and the BPB con-
centration was calculated using a calibration curve of BPB at 
pH = 13 (Figure S2, Supporting Information). Finally, the net 
BPB moles released from the film was calculated by applying 
a dilution factor of 3.9738 × 10−9. After each measurement, the 
procedure was repeated using fresh releasing solution until 
all BPB molecules were released (no peak detection in UV–vis 
spectrum).

UV–vis experiments were carried out using a Perkin Elmer 
Lambda 35 spectrometer. All BPB spectrums were measured 
between 400 and 800 nm using either closed plastic 1 cm path 

length cuvettes (BPB in solution) or opened plastic cuvettes 
(BPB film in glass).

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. PSA Preparation

A colloidal dispersion of cross-linked PAH with Pi was obtained 
by direct mixing of PAH (pH = 8) and Pi (pH = 8). As we pre-
viously described, the formation of PSAs is mainly driven by 
the strong electrostatic interaction between PAH chains and 
HPO4

2− anions.[50] Depending on the initial state of charge of 
each reagent, the mixing process can produce changes in the 
solution pH. This effect was previously studied by Lawrence 
and Lapitzky for the case of PAH/tripolyphosphate macro-
scopic complexes, showing that this change arises from the 
pKa shifting of the species toward high valence states and the 
consequently proton release or uptake from the solution.[51] 
In the case of PAH/Pi, if the initial pH is fixed below 7.2, the 
interaction between PAH and HPO4

2- promotes the deprotona-
tion of H2PO4

− anions, thus lowering the pH of the solution. 
If the initial pH is between 7.2 and 10.2, a net increase in the 
pH is observed due to the protonation of PAH amine groups, 
promoted by the PSA formation. When the initial pH is above 
10.2, the deprotonation of the polyamine produces the total dis-
solution of the PSAs by shutting down the electrostatic forces 
responsible for maintaining the stability of the structure.[50] If 
the initial pH is fixed at 8, as in this work, a maximum positive 
shift of 1.25 units is given, indicating total reaction between 
reagents.

After 24 h of stabilization, the pH reached a stable value 
of pH = 9.25 and a cloudy colloidal dispersion was observed. 
DLS measurements showed a distribution of sizes centered at 
180 nm with a zeta potential of +25 mV. As the main objective 
of the present work is to use the ionically cross-linked PAH/
Pi colloids as LbL building blocks, the PSAs must: 1) exhibit 
high zeta potential values to produce an effective charge inver-
sion on the surface;[52] and 2) remain stable in solution during 
large periods of time, avoiding slow precipitation and possible 
unspecific deposition over the substrate. To fulfill these require-
ments, the pH of the PAH/Pi solution was lowered to 8.00 as 
a post-stabilization treatment. By decreasing the pH, the free 
amine groups in the PSAs get partially protonated, increasing 
the zeta potential to +32 mV and consequently, increasing the 
long-term stability.

The prepared PSA solution was monitored with DLS during 
a month to evaluate possible changes in size and zeta poten-
tial over time. Figure 1 shows the sample size distribution of 
the PSA suspension, 2 h (blue line) and 30 days (orange line) 
after the post-stabilization treatment. A narrow single peak was 
always observed during the evaluated period demonstrating 
that the sample consists of a stable homogeneous distribu-
tion of particle sizes. During this time, the pH of the solution 
decreased from 8 to a stable value of 7.3. The polydispersity 
index remained stable and close to 0.15 indicating that the par-
ticles does not tend to form aggregates. The particle zeta poten-
tial was also stable at +32 ± 2 mV over the entire evaluated 
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period and the count rate obtained from DLS measurements 
also remained stable at 2.1 ± 0.2 × 105 kcps.

3.2. Construction of PSA/PSS Hybrid Multilayer Films

In order to prove the hypothesis that ionically cross-linked 
PAH/Pi colloids (PSAs) can be deposited over a negatively 
charged surface in a LbL fashion, SPR spectroscopy characteri-
zation was conducted on an Au substrate. To this end, a multi-
layer film was fabricated by alternated deposition of PSAs and 
PSS (aqueous solution) as the negatively charged polyelectrolyte 
(Scheme 1). As a comparison, a PAH/PSS film was constructed 
using the same experimental conditions.

Figure 2a shows the evolution of the angle of minimum 
reflectivity of gold-coated SPR sensors during the assembly 

of the PSA/PSS (orange line) and PAH/PSS (blue line) multi-
layers. The first six layers correspond to the construction of the 
(PDDA/PSS)3 surface pre-treatment. The sensograms confirm 
that PSA supramolecular colloids effectively act as building 
blocks for LbL deposition, supporting the assembly mechanism 
proposed in Scheme 1. Also, the growth kinetics of the hybrid 
film exhibits larger angular shifts per layer than the corre-
sponding traditional full-polyelectrolyte LbL. This implies that 
the amount of material deposited per assembly cycle is higher 
than that observed in traditional LbL assembly based on lineal 
polyelectrolytes. On the other hand, it can be observed that the 
deposited material remains stable after each rinse cycle, indi-
cating that the assembly is stabilized by specific electrostatic 
interactions between the PAH/Pi networks and the PSS pol-
ymer. Additionally, Figure 2b shows that the change of the min-
imum reflectivity angle as a function of the number of assembly 
steps presents a linear behavior starting from the second layer 
of PSA, thus showing that the PSA/PSS films display a highly 
regular growth. From this linear film growth, we can infer that 
the amount of deposited material can be easily modulated by 
simple variation of the number of assembly steps. Also, the 
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Figure 1. PSAs size distribution at 2 h (blue line) and 30 days (orange 
line) after synthesis.

Scheme 1. Layer by layer PSA/PSS film deposition. An alternated deposi-
tion loop is carried out obtaining a hybrid film composed by PSS (green 
film) and a supramolecular network (pink film) of cross-linked PAH 
chains with phosphate ions.

Figure 2. SPR measurements of (PSA/PSS)6PSA (orange line) and (PAH/
PSS)6PAH multilayer formation. a) Sensograms and b) angle of minimum 
reflectivity shift (Δθ) versus layer number.
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regular step-by-step angle variation indicates that both PSA and 
PSS are more efficiently deposited in comparison with PAH/
PSS film. Finally, by conducting a linear regression of each plot 
(red dotted curves in Figure 2) and comparing the slopes, we 
found that the growth rate of hybrid PSA/PSS films is eight 
times higher than the equivalent PAH/PSS film.

Films composed of (PSA/PSS)10 were characterized by AFM 
and compared with the analogous (PAH/PSS)10. For these 
characterizations, glass substrates were coated with PSA/PSS 
and PAH/PSS multilayers. AFM images obtained for both 
LbL assemblies are shown in Figure 3. (PSA /PSS)10 films 
exhibit similar topographic characteristics to the (PAH/PSS)10 
assembly, showing a fairly homogeneous coating with pro-
tuberances of about 60 to 80 nm for (PAH/PSS)10 and 250 to 
300 nm for (PSA/PSS)10. If we consider that the average PAH/
Pi particle size is about 100 nm, a homogeneous distribution of 
material over the surface indicates, in principle, that when the 
PSA colloids interact with PSS, they tend to integrate into the 
film without preserving its volume but collapsing in a 2D con-
figuration. This process of structural deformation is quite usual 
when soft particles are adsorbed at interfaces.[53] During the 
adsorption, the soft particles can expand in a direction parallel 
to the surface and compress perpendicularly, losing the 3D con-
formation and depositing in a pancake-like arrangement.[54–57]

To gain further information of the system, the as-prepared 
surface was gently scratched with a soft pin to produce a par-
tial removing of the film. On the next, the scratched modified 
substrate was investigated with AFM searching for the interface 
between the exposed glass and the multilayer film. The height-
profiles taken from the AFM images at the interface showed a 
thickness value of 80 and 17 nm for (PSA/PSS)10 and (PAH/
PSS)10, respectively. Differences in thickness values for (PSA/
PSS)10 and (PAH/PSS)10 films are in agreement with the higher 
growth rate observed by SPR measurements for the platforms 
based on PSA colloids. Also, a value of 80 nm in thickness for 
ten layers of PAH/Pi prove that the PSAs integrate into the film 

without preserving the size and shape that they display in solu-
tion. This behavior resembles the typical integration of viscoe-
lastic coacervates into surface thin films.[58]

3.3. Loading Efficiency of Films

The integration of a target dye molecule into the hybrid LbL 
film was studied in order to evaluate the loading efficiency of 
the new nanoarchitecture. In previous works, microgels based 
on PAH chains covalently cross-linked with dextran showed 
appealing properties to optimize the loading of different com-
pounds in LbL films and releasing analytes in a controlled 
manner.[59–61] However, the synthesis and purification of these 
microgels require a multi-step process. The possibility of using 
supramolecular networks generated by the simple mixing in 
aqueous solution of the polymer and cross-linker significantly 
reduces the complexity of the building block formation process. 
In addition, the use of an all-supramolecular approach allows 
creating platforms with more suitable properties to act as a pH-
responsive material.

According to previous studies, the PSAs exhibit a highly 
permeable structure and can act as host/preconcentrating 
matrix for small molecules.[39,46–48] In this work, BPB, a nega-
tively charged model dye molecule was selected for the loading 
tests. As is well-known, BPB presents an acid/base equilibrium 
with a pKa = 4.[62] Then, if the pH is higher than 7, the BPB 
molecule (Figure 4a) possess a conjugated structure with two 
negative charges stemming from the changes in the sulfonate 
moiety and the deprotonation of one of the hydroxyl groups. 
At alkaline pH (>7) the molecule has a strong absorption 
band with a maximum at λ = 591 nm and the aqueous solu-
tion is blue/purple colored.[49] Considering that PSAs exhibits 
a positive zeta potential of ≈32 mV, the BPB loading was car-
ried out by adding a small amount of BPB into the pre-formed 
PSA solution to get a final concentration of 40 µm of BPB. As 
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Figure 3. 10 µm × 10 µm AFM topography images of a) (PAH/PSS)10, b) (PSA/PSS)10 and their respective height profiles in x direction.
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a result, a turbid light blue colored solution was obtained. The 
dye loaded PSA solution (PSABPB) was kept at room tempera-
ture for 24 h to stabilize. After this, the integrity of the particles 
was checked by DLS (Figure S1, Supporting Information) and 
no significant changes were detected respect to the initial PSA 
solution (Figure 1).

To evaluate the amount of BPB integrated into the PAH/Pi, 
the PSABPB solution was centrifugated at 10 000 rpm for 20 min 
and a UV–vis spectrum was performed on the supernatant. The 
maximum absorption in the spectrum was compared with an 
analogue aqueous solution constituted of a 40 µm BPB + 12 mm 
PAH at pH = 7.3 and found that 85% of the total BPB was suc-
cessfully integrated inside the cross-linked PAH/Pi structure, 
only remaining 15% of the molecules in solution. This result 
illustrates the high loading efficiency of PSAs.

Following the aim of this work, the BPB loaded PSAs were 
employed as building blocks for LbL construction of thin 
films over glass slides. Using the methodology described on 
Scheme 1, the (PSABPB/PSS)20 multilayer was built up and 
monitored by UV–vis spectroscopy at each deposition step. In 
parallel, a traditional PAH/PSS LbL was also constructed, this 
time by adding 40 µm of BPB into a PAH aqueous solution at 
pH = 7.3 (PAHBPB). Figure 4a shows the UV–vis spectrum of 
the modified glass after modification with (PSABPB/PSS)n and 
(PAHBPB/PSS)n as the number n of deposited layers increases. 
The spectra show a maximum absorption at λ = 606 nm. A 

red shift of 15 nm indicates that the BPB molecule interacts 
strongly with the amine groups of the PAH chains inside the 
film structure. Photographs in Figure 4 reveal that after 20 dep-
osition cycles the glass treated with PSABPB exhibit a stronger 
coloration than analogous films treated with PAHBPB. This 
result is also consistent with AFM and SPR characterizations 
indicating the thicker films results from the integration of 
PSAs.

In order to obtain the film growth rate and consequently 
the net BPB loading per layer, the absorption at 606 nm was 
plotted against the number of deposited layers (Figure 4b). 
A linear relation was obtained starting from the third layer 
of PSABPB in agreement with the SPR data showing that the 
adding of dye into the colloid dispersion does not affect the 
behavior of PSAs as building blocks in LbL deposition. From 
the linear regression of both PSABPB/PSS and PAHBPB/PSS 
plots (red curves in Figure 4b), a sevenfold increase in the 
growth rate was obtained for the hybrid film in comparison 
with the traditional LbL, thus demonstrating the efficiency of 
the procedure and the high loading capacity. To corroborate 
that the film growth characteristics are directly related to the 
electrostatic attachment of PSAs to the underlying PSS layer, a 
series of control experiments were carried out comparing the 
absorption at 606 nm of PSABPB/PSS LbL with different pairs. 
Figure S3, Supporting Information shows the film construc-
tion of PSABPB/PSS, PAHBPB/PSS, and two control systems: a 

Macromol. Chem.  Phys. 2019, 1900094

Figure 4. UV–vis measurements for the LbL assembly of BPB loaded ionically cross-linked PAH/Pi colloids (PSABPB, orange line) and BPB containing 
PAH aqueous solution (PAHBPB, blue line) with PSS. a) Full spectra for odd layers and b) absorbance at λ = 606 nm as a function of the deposited layer 
number. Photographs of clean glass substrate (left panel), (PAHBPB/PSS)20 (center panel) and (PSABPB/PSS)20 (right panel).
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cationic polyelectrolyte (1 mg mL−1 PDDA aqueous solution) 
with PSABPB (PDDA/PSABPB) and 40 µm BPB aqueous solution 
at pH = 7.3 with PSS (BPB/PSS). Results indicated that only 
the PSABPB/PSS system presents both high loading capacity 
and a linear growth characteristic confirming that the coating 
is constructed from electrostatic interactions between building 
blocks of opposite charge.

To evaluate the amount of BPB contained in the film, a 
modified glass substrate was incubated in 2.5 mL of water at 
pH = 13. At this pH, charged ammonium groups in the PAH 
are deprotonated and, consequently, the interaction of the 
PAH chains with HPO4

2− ions and PSS chains decreases and 
the film disintegrates completely, releasing the total content of 
BPB molecules. After removing the substrate, a UV–vis spec-
trum was performed on the solution, and the total released 
dye moles were obtained by means of a BPB calibration curve 
at pH = 13 (Figure S2, Supporting Information). For a typ-
ical 2.5 cm × 1 cm glass slide modified with (PSABPB/PSS)10, 
9 ± 2 nmols of BPB were loaded in the film, representing a total 
of 0.18 nmol cm−2 per deposited layer, assuming homogeneous 
distribution of material on each side of the slide.

3.4. Dye Release from the LbL Films

Having demonstrated the linear growth and the BPB loading 
capacity of PAH/Pi containing hybrid thin films, the controlled 
release of dye molecules was studied by exposing (PSABPB/
PSS)10 modified glass slides to different releasing aqueous solu-
tions in a loop experiment until total BPB release. For quanti-
tative analysis, after each incubation time, the substrates were 
removed and the BPB containing solution was analyzed by 
UV–vis spectroscopy.

Figure 5 shows the BPB release as a function of time for dif-
ferent releasing solutions. In the case of water (Figure 5a), only 
40% of the total dye content was released over a month period. 
This could indicate that 40% of the BPB molecules inside the 
film structure are labile and the interaction with the cross-
linked network is not too strong. The water molecules penetrate 
the film and solvate the BPB molecules extracting them with a 
slow kinetics. The remaining 60% of the BPB molecules, on the 
contrary, are strongly linked to the ionically cross-linked PAH/
Pi structure. When the film was exposed to PBS (pH = 7.4), a 
100% of the total BPB molecules were released in the month 
period (Figure 5b). The plot shows also that the 80% of the mol-
ecules were released in a period of 100 h (about 4 days). This 
result indicates that an increase in the ionic strength allows the 
molecules to transfer into the solution phase more easily. Pos-
sibly, the salt and phosphate anions present in high concentra-
tions in the PBS solution can diffuse into the film and break 
some ion pairs within the ionic network, destabilizing the 
matrix and facilitating the diffusion of the dye molecules. Also, 
the faster BPB release into PBS media could have been caused 
by the salt-induced desorption of the ionically bonded BPB 
from PAH. Previously, Lapitsky and coworkers observed this 
reduction in cross-link density induced by salt effects in gel-
like coacervates prepared from the ionic self-assembly of PAH 
with either pyrophosphate or tripolyphosphate.[51,63] On the 
other hand, these gels showed a high capacity to encapsulate 

small molecules and release them over multiple-month time-
scales.[64–67] The slow release rate is possibly due to a higher 
cross-link density generated by the use of ionic cross-linkers 
with higher net charge as compared to single phosphate. This 
increased cross-linking generates a more efficient diffusion bar-
rier for the encapsulated molecules. In our system, the release 
rate may be modulated by varying the cross-link density using 
different amounts of Pi in the PSAs preparation process. Fur-
ther investigation must be carried out in order to determine the 
effect of the amount of cross-linking and the swelling degree of 
the film in contact with water and PBS to fully understand the 
mechanism of dye release.

Subsequently, the effect of the pH change on the release 
kinetics was analyzed. Knowing that the PAH/Pi structure is 
mainly stabilized by the electrostatic interaction between the 
charged amine groups of the PAH and the HPO4

2− ions, a 
shift in the solution pH should have a direct impact on the 
release kinetics and, eventually, the film total disintegra-
tion.[40] At acidic pH, the protonation of HPO4

2− ions affects 
the film integrity by weakening the ionic cross-linking of the 
supramolecular structure. On the other hand, at alkaline pH 
values, the deprotonation of the amine groups is the respon-
sible of the film instability.[58,59] In this way, the modified sub-
strates were incubated in PBS solution at different pH values, 
such as pH = 5 (Figure 4c), pH = 8 (Figure 4d), pH = 10.5 
(Figure 4e), and pH = 2 (Figure 4f). For slightly acidic and 
basic pH (5 and 8), 80% of the dye molecules were released 
in a period of 24 h and the total amount of loaded BPB was 
released after 15 days of treatment. These experiments show 
that the variation of the external pH weakens the PAH/Pi 
interactions leading to an increase in the kinetics of film dis-
integration and, consequently, in the rate of dye transfer to 
the solution phase. When the pH was adjusted at extreme 
values, that is, 10.5 and 2, the BPB transfer to the solution 
was even more effective, achieving 80% of release after 18 and 
1 h respectively. The total amount of dye content was released 
in 10 days for PBS at pH = 10.5 and 8 h for PBS at pH = 
2. Furthermore, if the pH is increased above 11, the film is 
removed completely after a few seconds by total deprotonation 
of the amine groups.

These results demonstrate that PSAs formed by direct inter-
action between PAH and Pi anions can be self-assembled with 
PSS and incorporate/release BPB into/from films.

4. Conclusions

In this work, we presented the construction of hybrid thin 
films constituted of two different materials: a supramolecular 
network of ionically cross-linked PAH chains with Pi as a posi-
tively charged building block (PSA) and PSS as a negatively 
charged counterpart. The film preparation was carried out by 
employing the LbL technique with alternated deposition of 
each material. The PSA colloids were prepared by a mild and 
one-pot synthesis exhibiting a remarkable stability in solution 
after a post-synthesis pH adjustment. The long-term stability of 
the colloidal dispersion resulted to be crucial in order to obtain 
a linear film growing as a function of the number of depos-
ited layers. SPR, AFM, and UV–vis spectroscopy experiments 

Macromol. Chem.  Phys. 2019, 1900094
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showed that the growth rate of hybrid film PSA/PSS is 5–8 
times higher than that corresponding to traditional (PAH/PSS) 
LbL films assembled under the same experimental conditions.

By exploiting the functional capabilities of these films, a 
negatively charged dye molecule BPB was incorporated in 
the film by electrostatic integration in PSAs, followed by LbL 
assembly with PSS. The loading performance was monitored 
by UV–vis spectroscopy and a linear relation was obtained 
between the number of deposited layers and the film absorb-
ance. Finally, hybrid films assembled on glass slides were 
exposed to different aqueous solutions to evaluate the release 
of BPB as a function of time. Results indicated that it is pos-
sible to achieve a controlled release in PBS solution by easily 
modulating the release rates through pH changes. In this way, 

it has been possible to vary the release times between minutes 
and months.

We believe that this new nanoarchitectonic approach can be 
used to create hybrid thin films with remarkable properties for 
loading and release of therapeutic model drugs in physiological 
conditions. Further investigation must be carried out in order 
to modulate the film growth rate and the loading of molecules 
per layer by variations of PSA synthesis conditions.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author.

Figure 5. Controlled releasing of bromophenol blue (BPB) from (PSABPB/PSS)10 modified glass slides. Plots of released percentage as function of time 
for different releasing solutions: a) Water, b) PBS, and c) PBS at pH = 5, d) pH = 8, e) pH = 10.5, and f) pH = 2.
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